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Apple taps Stripe as first
payments provider to
incorporate softPOS
solution
Article

The news: Stripe will be the first provider to o�er Tap to Pay on iPhone, Apple’s software

point-of-sale (softPOS) solution that will let merchants accept contactless payments like
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Apple Pay with their iPhones, no additional hardware needed, per a press release.

The feature will be available for third-party payment providers and their software developers

to integrate into their iOS apps later this year. Stripe will add it to the Shopify Point of Sale

app this spring.

Key context: We covered rumors that Apple was creating a softPOS o�ering last month and

analyzed how this could steal volume from mPOS players and bring a new customer base to

Apple. But it was unclear whether Apple would keep the integration within its ecosystem or

enable it for third-party use.

Our take: Apple made the right move integrating with third-party payment providers. Here’s

why:

Working with third-party payment providers gives Apple a strong distribution channel.

This also positions Apple Pay for growth.

The bigger picture: The integration with third-party payment providers might also help it

minimize antitrust heat: Apple is facing scrutiny over its control on near field communication

(NFC) technology. Working with third parties to power Tap to Pay with iPhone might open the

door to broader access to NFC tech in the iPhone.

Letting providers like Stripe (which has more than 2 million business customers, per CB

Insights) integrate its softPOS solution lets Apple take advantage of their existing merchant

networks. This can give Apple more customer touchpoints than if it kept the solution in-house.

The integration might also be less complicated for merchants because they can use Apple’s

softPOS o�ering through a provider that they’re already working with. That means they can

manage all their payments through one provider.

Small businesses have been hesitant to adopt mobile payments because of the costs

associated with acceptance—but softPOS solves this problem. Previously, softPOS was only

available on Androids. But with Apple entering the arena, it can capture some of this volume

and further capitalize on its large base of iPhone users.

This helps fortify Apple Pay’s already strong acceptance network: The mobile wallet is

accepted at more than 90% of US retailers, per Apple. The third-party integration therefore

gives Apple stronger ties to small businesses, not only by capturing contactless payments

volume but also encouraging spending with Apple Pay.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/apple-s-rumored-softpos-solution-could-threaten-mpos-titans
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/global-antitrust-regulators-revisit-apple-pay-s-control-of-nfc-technology
https://www.cbinsights.com/research/report/stripe-teardown/#:~:text=Despite%20the%20company's%20limited%20transparency,have%20more%20than%202M%20customers.
https://forecasts-na1.emarketer.com/584b26021403070290f93a22/5851918b0626310a2c186ae7
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Related content: Check out the Point-of-Sale section of our Payments Ecosystem 2022

report collection to learn more about the growing prevalence of softPOS.

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/point-of-sale#Mobile_PointofSale

